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Dear Friends,
The sky is paler blue, the sun is lower and the trees are bare. We have moved from autumn
to winter! As seasons change and the days get shorter, our thoughts turn to the end of the
year, to Christmas celebrations and wondering about what 2022 might bring? Here in
Larbert change is on the horizon, in ways both big and small.
The first noticeable change is that we are joined by a new person leading worship each
Sunday; Mhairi Gilchrist is almost at the end of her ministry training; her academic studies
are concluded and she has been given permission to proceed to probation. This is a very
exciting stage of training for Mhairi – this is her final placement before she is ordained and
called to her own congregation – it’s the beginning of the end if you like. You can read a
little more about her in this edition of West Words, and I hope you might meet her too – in
the church on Sunday, or at other events – she will be at the Guild on a regular basis, and
will hopefully be able to go and visit some of you at home – so long as it is safe to do so,
and we are not subjected to new restrictions.
For me, having an assistant is a great blessing as my wider church duties are taking up a
lot of extra time at present. I am very much involved with the Presbytery and National
Church; these are exciting and challenging days. The new Presbytery Mission Plan Act is
now being worked through to create a new plan for not just Falkirk, but the whole church.
Falkirk Presbytery will become part of a much larger Presbytery from June next year, but in
the meantime will be working closely with the Presbyteries of Lanark and Hamilton as all
three come together to form the new Presbytery of Forth Valley and Clydesdale; under the
new guidelines confirmed earlier this year by General Assembly, the Falkirk area will
reduce its ministry numbers, and that will have a direct effect on the Larbert and
Stenhousemuir area – the current six congregations with 3.5 full time equivalent ministries
will reduce to two congregations and two ministers. This is now under negotiation and will
be confirmed towards the middle of next year. For Larbert West, this means that the fiveyear reviewable tenure that was granted before you called me will come to an end – not
immediately!! But within the next few years as the changes are implemented. NO final
decisions have been made – and no decisions can be imposed without consultation and a
congregational meeting to explain what it will mean. I will do my best to give you updates as
I find out what is proposed.
Meantime, I am planning for our Advent and Christmas worship; the Joint Harvest Praise
service in the West Church on 17th October was a wonderful occasion, with a choir of
members from all our local churches, and a congregation that raised the roof with the
music! There is to be a Joint Christmas Carol Service on the evening of 12 th December, this
time at Larbert East Church – please do come along if you can, and enjoy singing through
some wonderful carols, and listen to the choir.
We will hold a Christmas Eve service at 6.30 pm on Friday 24 th, there will be
a service online only for Christmas Day, and then a service on Boxing Day –
Sunday 26th, which will follow the traditional Lessons and Carols Format –
we are planning to divide the nine lessons and carols between Sunday 26 th
and the following week, Sunday 2nd January – both of these services in church at the usual
time of 10.30 and also via the YouTube channel.
I hope and pray that you, and all those whom you love, will have a warm and blessed
Advent and Christmas season, and that the love of the Christchild will fill your hearts and
homes this year and always,
Every Blessing
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AN INTRODUCTION TO OUR PROBATIONARY MINISTER
– MHAIRI GILCHRIST
Hi, my name is Mhairi Gilchrist, and I am joining you at Larbert
West as a Probationary Minister, which means I will be
working alongside Julie for the next 15 months, and in that
time get to know and learn from each of you. By the time you
get this, a lot of people may have already met me and had a
chance to get to know me a bit, however, for those who are
unable to get to Church, here is a bit about me…
I am a Falkirk Bairn, having lived in Falkirk my whole life,
barring a brief period of time spent working in Devon. I am
very close with my family, and I am sure in the time I am with
you all, you’ll meet some of them at various services and
events.
Before beginning training for ministry, I studied mental health nursing and worked with
horses (hence my time in Devon). From the age of 14 I volunteered with the Riding for the
Disabled Association, eventually teaching adults and children with varying abilities, I have
very fond memories of my time there. I studied Divinity at Trinity College, which is at the
University of Glasgow and took some extra courses on bereavement care, end of life
studies and working with children who are bereaved. I have my British Sign Language level
3 certificate, although I am a bit rusty! I am a massive bookworm, and a Narnia and Middle
Earth geek. I also love animals and throughout my life, as a family, have had dogs, cats,
rabbits, guinea pigs, budgies, snakes and a pony!
Pastoral Care is something I am very interested in and look forward to being able to meet
some of you in a pastoral capacity (COVID guidelines allowing). Pre-COVID I was a
volunteer within the Spiritual Care department at FVRH, which is also something I hope to
restart.
I will be in Church every Sunday so please do feel free to grab me for a blether or pull up a
chair for a chat during tea & coffee fellowship after the service. Julie also has my contact
details if needed.
There is a lot more I could say, and I am sure, as time goes on, you’ll get to know me
better, as I, you. However I will finish by saying, again, I am looking forward very much to
be working with you all at Larbert West and journeying alongside you for the next 15
months.
God Bless, Mhairi Gilchrist

CHRISTMAS SERVICES
Joint Christmas Carol Service on the evening of
12th December at Larbert East Church
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Christmas Eve service
at 6.30 pm on Friday 24th December (Larbert West)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Service online only for
Christmas Day Saturday 25th December
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Boxing Day service
at 10.30 am on Sunday 26th December (Larbert West)
Also via the YouTube Channel
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WORSHIP TEAM
Harvest Thanksgiving:
As you are probably aware we celebrated Harvest Thanksgiving on Sunday, 3rd October.
Instead of our usual arrangements, there was only a token display of fruit, vegetables and
bread on the Chancel with artificial flowers on the window ledges.
We asked the Congregation to donate to Christian Aid, using CA’s red envelopes, and I am
delighted to say that the total raised by that means was £649.85. Thank you all so much for
your support.
Gift Service:
By the time you read this, our Gift Service will possibly have taken
place, on Sunday, 5th December. As in the past two years, Gifts, both
wrapped presents and cash/cheques, will go to Home-Start Falkirk
where they will be used to provide presents for the children, and possibly their parents,
attending Home-Start’s various Christmas parties, throughout the Falkirk area which they
now cover from their base in Denny.
Home-Start volunteers visit families where there are young children at home, offering one to
one support, usually on a weekly basis. This involves directly dealing with the children, but
also covers the provision of direct support to their parents, including help getting to
appointments, or with shopping trips, and often meetings and moral support especially in
relation to case conferences or dealing with solicitors and Court cases. Meeting other
families in similar circumstances is important too, and so outreach and family group work
can be arranged.
This work is greatly appreciated by all who make use of Home-Start’s services, and we and
they thank you for your donations at Christmas.
Other Matters:
At the time of writing, we are looking at the possibility of joint Bible Studies and a joint Carol
Service with Larbert East Church and other local Churches, and information on these will be
in the Worship at Home Sheets and on the Screen at regular Sunday Services as they
arise.
We also hope that we might be able to restart Afternoon Communion Services during the
March Communion weekend, but that, of course, would be subject to the Covid restrictions
in force at that time.
Lastly, but not least important, we look forward to working with Mhairi Gilchrist, our
probationer minister, during the 15 months she will be with us. Welcome, Mhairi!
Arthur Priestly, Worship Team
_________________________________________________________________________

FLOWER TEAM
The Flower Team require one other person to help organise the flowers in church for
Sunday Service. It would be on a rota basis for 3 months in total over the year.
Volunteers are also needed for the delivery of the flowers.

Please can you help?
For further information please contact Flower Convenor.
Nicola MacDonald (Tel : 559738 or 07973684054 )
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In October, Rev. Julie Rennick
and fellow church members, along
with canine friends, walked in
Plean Country Park to support and
raise funds for Christian Aid.

_________________________________________________________________________

KEEPING LARBERT and STENHOUSEMUIR BEAUTIFUL
Community Group
We collect food (dried or tinned), toiletries etc. each Sunday via the donations box in the
vestibule. This is taken to the Keeping Larbert and Stenhousemuir Beautiful (KLSB) - Food
Pantry, for distribution in our community.
Poverty afflicts millions of people in the U.K. Poverty means not being able to heat your
home, pay your rent, or buy essentials for your children. It means waking up every day
facing insecurity, uncertainty, and impossible decisions about money. The constant stress it
causes can lead to problems that deprive people of the chance to play a full part in society.
KLSB offer assistance to the residents of Airth, Carron, Carronshore, Kinnaird, Larbert,
Skinflats, Stenhousemuir, South Alloa and Torwood. A community food pantry operates in
King Street ,Stenhousemuir where local residents can join an be entitled to a weekly
shopping at a much reduced cost. They also operate a food bank where they take referrals
from local authorities and groups such as church groups, councillors, doctors,, schools,
Support for People, Self-Isolation Support and Social Workers.
Speakers from KLSB visited Larbert West Guild recently and spoke of their work. Please
see letter of thanks under “Guild News”.
Please continue to give generously to local residents in need. Thank You.
_________________________________________________________________________

ROLL CHANGES
Deaths
Mr Alan Brisbane, 196 King Street,
Stenhousemuir. FK5 4HY
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STAMPS FOR WORLD MISSION
First of all, a big thank you to all
of you who’ve been continuing to
collect stamps and for bringing
or sending them along to church.
A few weeks ago, I had a series
of coincidences which started when a lady
in the congregation asked if we accepted
stamp albums. The answer to that is we
do but I didn’t know that at the time so I
contacted Keith Scott who coordinates the
stamp appeal as I knew he would be able
to check whether there were any valuable
ones.
The next week another member of the
congregation came to my house with a
bag of stamps which her friend had found
when clearing out a deceased relative’s
house – over seventy years’ worth!
Sorting through these brought back a lot
of memories. One in particular was a
stamp which had been posted on the day
before my fifth birthday. If it had been for
me, I would have got it on the day.
Changed days!
I contacted Mr Scott again with questions
about various items about which I was
unsure and then coincidentally he emailed
me to ask if I could bring the albums to
Larbert East Church where he was picking
up three bags of stamps.
On the 23rd October, a number of us were
walking for Christian Aid in
Plean Country Park when a
man came up with a huge
bag of stamps. He must
have read about us in the
Falkirk Herald.
During a further conversation with Mr
Scott he requested that a ½” should be
left round the stamps when they were
been taken off the envelopes.
I remarked that I thought the current
stamps were a bit boring for collectors, but
he assured me that they were in great
demand. Stamp collecting is still a popular
hobby and business today with certain
people.

Unfortunately not everyone knows this
and many collections have been
discarded
during
house
clearances and he was delighted
that we’d been given the
collection previously mentioned.
Mr Scott’s message for us is, as
well as the ½” border is he is interested in
anything associated with stamps eg first
day covers, presentation packs, unused
stamps, stamp books, pre 1940s
postcards and stamp albums but please
do not remove any stamps. Thanks.
I apologise for giving you information,
some of which has turned out to be
incorrect but I was following instructions I
was given when taking on this job some
time ago.
Molly Priestly.
_______________________

CHURCH BOXES
How many people does it
take to change a light bulb?
That’s an old conundrum but for the
ceiling lights in the church it must be ‘a lot’
for because of Health & Safety
requirements, I understand to change
about four will now mean scaffolding and
cost about £500. That’s more than £100
per bulb! Wow!
Our church (savings) boxes for loose
change are delegated for fabric purposes
and a few years ago used to make about
£1000 per year. Recently, and in
particular this last year, that sum has been
very much reduced. If you have a box that
needs emptied or indeed you want a box
for that purpose, please bring it along to
the church or give me a ring. I can pick it
up, or deliver a box for you. Let’s see if we
can ‘light a few bulbs’ before the end of
the year. Thank you.
Season’s Greetings
Wilma Johnston. (Tel: 553 413)
Christmas Star
Shining far,
What do you say to me?
God is near
In this Baby dear:
Think of HIM quietly
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GUILD NEWS
Our first meeting on 7th September
was a social event and it was good
to see so many there. Long service
badges were awarded to Mrs Stella
Dickson and Mrs Marina Porteous.

In recognition of her various and
appreciated contributions to the
Guild, Mrs Linda Marshall was
presented with a brooch, designed
by Karen Walls.

Keep
Larbert
and
Stenhousemuir
Beautiful was the theme for our next
meeting and the speaker outlined the
various activities taking place locally.
Flower tubs throughout the area have
been appreciated and local residents and
businesses have been caring for the
plants and ensuring that they are watered
if necessary. Donations have been given
to the Pantry, a local foodbank and a
letter of appreciation has been received.
On 5th October, our Minister, Rev. Julie Rennick, showed us how to make
brooches using buttons and pieces of material. Fingers and tongues were
kept moving and much laughter as we tried to put all the pieces together.
Our next speaker was Stephen Litts from the Cyrenians, a charitable
organisation, based in Arnotdale in Dollar Park. The walled garden had been
restored as part of a community service initiative and there are plans for further
developments in the grounds of Arnotdale. The café on the ground floor is popular and food
and other supplies are sourced locally.
Future topics include an update on the new Fire Safety regulations, the significance of
colour with Heather Le Marquand and Christmas lunch at The Stables on 14th December.
We continue to meet in the large hall on a Tuesday afternoon at 2p.m. and all are welcome.
Beatrice Grant, Convenor
KEEPING LARBERT and STENHOUSEMUIR BEAUTIFUL Community Group
Dear Members of Larbert West Guild,
Firstly, may I take the opportunity to thank you all for inviting me to speak at your
recent meeting. I thoroughly enjoyed my visit and I’m only sorry that I didn’t have
more time to spend with you all.
I would like to also thank you all so much for your generosity of the recent donation
to the pantry. We simply couldn’t continue to operate if it wasn’t for the generosity
and kindness of our community.
Sending you all much love and blessings.
John and Sheona McMorran
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VOLUNTEERS WANTED
We have at present several groups and activities
which require more people to help, and we would
like to hear from anyone who may be interested and/or would like further details.

Could YOU be one of these people?
Tuesday Reflections: a small number of people are needed who are willing to present this
on Tuesdays when Julie is not available. Please contact Julie.
Prayer Group: this group is very small and would like to hear from anyone who feels that
they could add to their number. It is not necessary to speak but joining silently can add to
the power of these prayers. Please contact Carol or Beatrice.
Prayer Focus: this little booklet is produced once a month and distributed to the
congregation. A few additional people on this rota would be helpful, and there is no set
format other than that some point(s) of focus are provided for prayer, each day of the
month. Please contact Anne.
Bible Reading in Church: we have a number of people who read from the Bible in Church
each week and a few extra would help to spread the load over the year. Please contact
Arthur.
Leading Prayers in Church: we have a very small number of people who lead prayers
each week and we hope that more of you might like to try this. Guidance notes on how to
construct prayers are available. Please contact Arthur.
Help with the Sound or Vision Desks: this work is essential to providing a good
experience for Sunday Service attenders or those who watch from home. More volunteers
are required for this work. Please contact Harry Johnston, Sandy McCulloch or Sandra
McLennan.
Like to help in some other way but not sure what you want to do? Helping in Church
often involves deciding what God might want you to do, or what avenue of Service He
wants you to follow. Please contact God through prayer.
If there’s something not listed here, ask Julie or Carol or Arthur or your Elder.
THANK YOU
_________________________________________________________________________

Rhyme for Our Time
~Paul A. Freeman~
ONE message if you read it from the
top down and the opposite message
when you read it from the bottom up.
It’s the end of days
Because we’ve damaged the planet
So don’t tell me
we have the will and the technology.
To reduce pollution.
To rid the seas of plastic.
To stop forests and beasts dying out.
It’s certainly that
Humans will disappear from the Earth
Nobody believes
We will overcome this crisis.
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LARBERT MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION (LMCA)
Most of you will be aware that the LMCA acts as a Men’s Association for all the Church of
Scotland congregations in the Larbert, Stenhousemuir, Airth and Bothkennar areas,
together with individual men from other Christian congregations and denominations.
After a lapse of roughly 18 months due to Covid restrictions and lockdowns, the LMCA
Committee has met and agreed that we should move forward, cautiously, towards restarting
out activities, to whatever extent is possible, during 2022.
We have already held a Dedication and Communion Service in Stenhouse & Carron
Church, conducted by their minister Rev Bill Thomson on Friday evening, 29th October, and
this was reasonably well attended.
Our next step will probably be to consider arranging our Annual Dinner, maybe as early as
March 2022, but always subject to the prevailing regulations at that time.
Watch out for information in the weekly Intimations, and if you want notice of what is
happening emailed to you directly, please let me (arthur.priestly@gmail.com) have your
email address, to add to the list of 14 I already have.
Arthur Priestly
_________________________________________________________________________

General Data Protection Regulation
There has been a change in the law governing the handling of personal information with the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which came into force across the EU on 25th
May 2018.
The Kirk Session and Congregational Board of Larbert West Parish Church will only use the
personal details which members have given us:
-

to administer membership records including Communion Roll and Supplementary Roll;
for pastoral care purposes;
in relation to participation in Congregational activities;
to provide you with information about news, events, and activities within the
Congregation or the wider Church of Scotland;
to provide the services of a parish church to the local community;
to fulfill contractual or other legal obligations;
to manage our employees;
to further our charitable aims, for example through fundraising activities;
to maintain our accounts and records (including the processing of Gift Aid
application).

If you believe that any information the Congregation holds about you is incorrect or
incomplete or if you do not wish your personal information to be held or used by us please
let us know.
A copy of the Data Protection Policy and the Privacy Notice are displayed on the
noticeboard in the small hall. The Data Retention Policy is available on request.
Mrs Christine Smith has been appointed as our Data Protection Officer.
On behalf of the Kirk Session,
Carol Sergeant, Session Clerk
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“COUNTDOWN”
(a TV Game of Letters and Numbers?)
You may have at some time seen us in the Lesser Hall after a morning service with our own
‘Countdown’, when Freewill Offering Envelopes were being opened, recorded and collated.
During ‘lockdown’ (and before) we’ve been persuading members to become weaned off
FWO envelopes, in favour of giving through bank-transfers called ‘standing orders’ (SO’s)
and so successful has this been that the number of FWO envelopes can now be reduced.
So it is for 2022 we have been able to reduce the number required by 50%, yet still have
these ‘reminder’ envelopes for those who still prefer to give in this way. Consequently if you
receive your new mauve envelopes for January onwards and they seem to have different
numbers from those you were used to, don’t be concerned, we have the transfer of records
in hand taking into account the change. If you do not receive ‘envelopes’ then it may be you
now make your offerings in a different way (cheques, standing-orders, etc) OR you may
have got out of the habit of regularly using your FWO envelopes and that has been
reflected in the records from which we have calculated the numbers required. Consequent
savings are made in having fewer printed boxed sets of envelopes registered and
distributed. However, if you feel you have inadvertently been left out or an error has
occurred, please let me know (tel: 553413). It can be corrected as appropriate.
But “Countdown” is about letters as well as numbers. How about GAYE; not an acronym
nor an anagram; more a mnemonic (or something to aid the memory). ‘Give As You Earn’
(you know like PAYE..the Pay As You Earn employed by the Inland Revenue). It is an aide
memoir for us to consider as income changes, that we should consider our ability to alter
our offerings in consequence. In fact through various regular campaigns over many, many
years, this has stood us in good stead in allowing us as a church to keep our income up to
levels that were the envy of many as we consistently ‘paid our way’ and created reserves to
plan ahead or meet emergency expenses. Standing Orders, whilst saving us the bother of
‘cash in envelopes’ each week and remembering to put that money away if we are off, still
requires us to keep abreast of things and GAYE, reviewing the sum arranged with the bank
from time to time (simple enough to do with an instruction when calling at the bank).
Perhaps we do need reminding just like making regular tax returns. Speaking of Tax; do
you pay tax and would like to benefit the church?
More of that after the traditional Countdown Tea Time Teaser
&GABE’SSTOREY….with the clue ‘Good ways to illustrate God’s blessings to us’
Back to how we can benefit the church if we pay tax. By signing up to a Gift Aid mandate,
the Inland Revenue will add to your offerings the amount of tax you paid on these amounts;
benefiting the church by about an additional 25%, at no cost to you; a ‘gift’ from HM
Revenue to ‘charities’ and absolutely legal and above board. Interested? Speak to our
Treasurer or myself and we can point you in the direction of the simple declaration required.
In Countdown style I trust I’ve given you the history of some of the words we use and to
finish with the Countdown Conundrum (Crucial, if you like to our finances)
GPFISHTAILED2
Harry Johnston. Clerk to the Congregational Board
Answers: GAYE & SO R’ BEST
GIFT AID HELPS 2
_______________________________________________________________________________
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A Christmas Poem

~Author Unknown~
I have a list of friends I know, all written in a book,
and every year at Christmas time, I go and take a look.
And that is when I realise, that these names are a part,
not of the book they’re in, but of my very heart.
For each name stands for someone, who has crossed my path sometime,
and in the meeting, they’ve become the rhythm of the rhyme.
And while it sounds fantastic, for me to make this claim,
I really am composed of part of each remembered name
And while you may not be aware of any special link,
just meeting you has changed my life more than you can think.
For once you’ve met somebody, the years cannot erase,
the memory of a pleasant word or of a pleasant face.
So never think my Christmas cards are just a mere routine,
of names upon a Christmas list, forgotten in between.
For when I send a Christmas card that is addressed to you,
It’s because you’re on that list of folks that I’m indebted to.
For you are but a total of the many folks I’ve met,
and you happen to be one of those I prefer not to forget.
And whether I have known you for many years or few,
In some way you had a part in shaping things I do.
For every year when Christmas comes, I realise thta it’s true,
The biggest gift that life can give is meeting folks like you.
And may the Spirit of Christmas that forever and ever endures,
Leave its richest blessings in the hearts of you and yours.
Contributed by Margaret Deuchars

TEA ROTA 2022
9th & 16th January
23rd & 30th January
6th & 13th February
20th & 27th February
6th & 13th March
20th & 27th March
3rd & 10th April

Pat Scott
Myrna Forbes
Marina Porteous
Margaret Blyth
Nancy Jardine
Carol Gordon
Margaret Deuchars
Christine Smith
Linda Marshall
Moira Nicol
Jennifer Lister
Rebecca Litts
Nicola Lynn
Molly Priestly
Mae Marsden

WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR NEW VOLUNTEERS.
IF YOU CAN HELP CONTACT MAE MARSDEN ON 562039
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Each Sunday, flowers are donated and these enhance the Sanctuary
Grateful thanks to everyone who makes such a beautiful donation.

Date
JANUARY
2nd
9th
16th
23rd
30th
FEBRUARY
6th
13th
20th
27th

MARCH
6th
13th
20th
27th

Name
Organiser: Mrs Nicola MacDonald
Mrs J. Anderson
Mrs Moyra Rae
Miss Frances Ann Anderson
Mrs D. Thom
Mrs J. Kinnaird

Organiser: Mrs Rebecca Litts
Mrs
Mrs
Miss
Mrs

Elsie Aitken
Nancy Jardine
Judy Watson
June McKinnon

Organiser: Mrs Mae Marsden
Mrs Margo McFarlane
Mrs Audrey Thomson
Mrs Margaret Deuchars
Mrs Helen Burness

After morning service the flowers are delivered to those who are sick,
bereaved or celebrating a special event.

Date

Name

JANUARY
2nd
9th
16th
23rd
30th

Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Miss

G.
I.
N.
M.
A.

Archibald
MacPherson
MacDonald
Forbes
Matthew

Mrs
Mrs
Mrs
Mrs

B.
M.
M.
M.

Frater
Stewart
Porteous
Nicol

FEBRUARY
6th
13th
20th
27th

MARCH
6th
13th
20th
27th

Mrs L.
Miss S.
Mrs S.
Mrs M.

Marshall
McLennan
Brown
Priestly

Once read please dispose of WestWords carefully due to the personal details contained.

Thank You.

